No. I-17018/Trg/HQ NDRF/2019/2972

To,

The Commandants
All NDRF Units
at locations

Subject: REGARDING TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR TEACHERS OF CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION (CBSE) ON THE LINES OF NYKS TRAINING.

On the subject matter, it is to inform that, Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) has included disaster management in CBSE syllabus for Class 08th to 11th standard.

2. As we know that in the formative years, children spend more time at school than anywhere else other than their home. A safe learning environment is essential for students of all ages. Without that they are unable to focus on learning the skills needed for a successful education and future. The issue of school safety is a major concern at all levels of government from local to national. Children require a healthy and supportive environment to grow and develop. Under this programme, the students will learn about the safety measures, thus becoming future disaster managers. It is our duty to extend our hands for a better training for capacity building of our future generation.

3. It is being proposed to start a training programme for teachers of CBSE on the lines of currently operational NYKS training programme and to conduct mock exercises. Details of the training programme and mock exercises are being chalked out in consultation with CBSE & with the approval of appropriate authorities, which may take a short while. Meanwhile, you are requested to extend necessary assistance to the Heads of Regional/Sub Regional/State/Local Centres/Institutions/Schools (as the case may be) under CBSE in your respective areas, if required.

4. This is being issued in supersession of earlier letter No. I-17018/Trg/HQ NDRF/2019/2915 dated 16/09/2019 for information and needful action, please.

(Amrendra Kumar Sengar)
Inspector General
HQ DG NDRF